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		Mobile Ensuites 
 Available when renovating 

			0412 344 445
	sales@mobileensuitehire.com.au 
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Fully Qualified Tradespeople
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25+ Years Of Experience

									

																
							

						Top Edge Kitchens & Bathrooms renovations has been in operation since 1993.  We are a one stop shop for kitchens & bathrooms. We provide all professional trades people required to complete your project. Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations has been in operation for more than 20 years and is a family business, based in Deer Park, Victoria. 
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                Welcome To Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations Pty Ltd

				
Kitchen Renovations Melbourne




Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations has been in operation since 1993. We are a one stop shop for kitchens & bathrooms. We provide cabinet makers, plumbers, electricians and all other trade people needed to complete your project.




Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations has been in operation for more than 20 years and is a family business, based in Deer Park, Victoria. Over the years the business has grown from a one-man venture to a company who now employs several people. Our clients range from architects, builders and the general public. We are linked in with various associations and are members of the Cabinet Makers Association. We are also Registered Building Practitioners (RBP) with the Building Commission and registered with the Master Builders Association.




Kitchen Makeovers for Melbourne




When they need our services, we’re here to provide spectacular bathroom, laundry, and kitchen makeovers for Melbourne. We are here to realise your vision – delivering a finished product that lives up to your expectations and even your dreams for the perfect kitchen or bathroom.




We have worked hard to build a reputation as a trustworthy team, and we don’t want clients to have any hesitation when choosing our services. For this reason, you will be pleased to know that there are no hidden extras or any surprises. We are straightforward and transparent when quoting on time and on price.




From your first meeting with us, through to after sales care, you can expect courteous, customer focused service. We will listen to your ideas, so you get the ideal bathroom or kitchen renovation. Melbourne locals can count on our expert project management from start to finish. We coordinate all trades so that the entire project runs like clockwork.




In addition to the standard tiling, plumbing, and electrical work, we are always happy to find trusted tradespeople amongst our network who can make sure your project is finished to perfection. We can polish the floors or install a custom-made joinery if that is your wish. This is your home, and you should be able to have the completely unique kitchen, bathroom, laundry, or any other home renovation that you want.




Feel Free To Read More About Us And Check Out Our Kitchens & Bathrooms.
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					Testimonials

					
													
								Aaron West
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								Thank you, Alan and team, for our full kitchen renovation.

You gave honest feedback and useful suggestions to help with design, which we greatly appreciated.The end result is much better that we initially planned, and has opened up the space for more uses.

Having you coordinate all trades and activities made it much easier for us to relax and enjoy the progress.Your staff were very professional, and completed a top quality job. Great to see it finished within schedule too.

We’re very happy to recommend Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations to anyone seeking quality work.
							

													
								Arky Michael
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								Alan is excellent to deal with. Down to earth, honest, hard working and a good communicator. We got a beautiful kitchen for a great price, the lads installed it expertly and Alan oversaw the process. What was really impressive was that he goes beyond the call of duty to ensure customer satisfaction. Highly recommended.
							

													
								Bob & Carolyn Pocock
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								Alan helped us plan and design our en-suite renovation and his Team at Top Edge were very professional, prompt and efficient with the work carried out. Alan was in constant touch with us and any queries were dealt with promptly. The renovation was completed on time and we were very very happy with the outcome.

We would have no hesitation in recommending Alan and the team at Top Edge for any kitchen or bathroom renovation to be carried out.
							

													
								Debra Hyslop
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								We had our new kitchen installed about three years ago and it still looks great. Alan and his team did a great job and they were all very good to work with. Reasonably priced.
							

													
								Nanteshaz Nacionales
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								Thank you TOP edge Kitchens & Bathrooms Pty Ltd for the job well done in renovating our bathroom. We had few quotations from other companies but your price were cheaper and reasonable. The guys who did the Renovation from jackhammering the concrete slab to give clearance for plumbing work has done fantastic job so with the tiles.

Overall the service you provided were professional and completed within the time frame manner. We are very happy with our renovation as it came out more than we expected.

We won’t hesitate to recommend these guys for anyone who’s needing Renovation for their kitchen & bathroom – Sally and John
							

													
								Sally Brooks
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								Thank you TOP edge Kitchens & Bathrooms Pty Ltd for the job well done in renovating our bathroom. We had few quotations from other companies but your price were cheaper and reasonable. The guys who did the Renovation from jackhammering the concrete slab to give clearance for plumbing work has done fantastic job so with the tiles.

Overall the service you provided were professional and completed within the time frame manner. We are very happy with our renovation as it came out more than we expected.

We won’t hesitate to recommend these guys for anyone who’s needing Renovation for their kitchen & bathroom – Sally and John
							

													
								Susan Mate
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								Alan and Christine, organised our kitchen and bathroom renovation, they were quick and provided such a professional service. We are very happy with our renovation. Sue
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[image: Lydia Mentor]
Lydia Mentor
04:24 22 Mar 24

We would like to thank the team at Top Edge Kitchen & Bathroom Renovations, for an absolutely wonderful job they completed for our bathrooms. They were punctual and very tidy. I would also like to personally thank Alan for your  understanding, your kindness was very much appreciated.



[image: Michael Hill]
Michael Hill
03:55 17 Aug 23

The team at Top Edge were professional from planning to completion of our 1 bathroom, 1 ensuite and 1 toilet renovation. The works were well coordinated, progress and upcoming reports provided at the end of each day. They were tidy and listened to us. We are very happy with the results.



[image: Natalie Karametos]
Natalie Karametos
07:21 23 Jun 23

We recently had our kitchen and laundry redone by the team at top edge kitchen and I had such a positive experience. Alan and his team are very professional, efficient, accommodating, friendly and very personable. They take pride in there work and are very customer focused. I couldn’t recommend them highly enough.



[image: Senar Mehmet]
Senar Mehmet
12:45 01 May 23

Thank you to the wonderful crew at Top  Edge Kitchens and BathroomsThey helped us design and installed a new kitchen into our existing homeThe service we received from start of plans to the installation was amazingWe highly recommend this company



[image: Rit Corf]
Rit Corf
09:45 30 Apr 23

We used them for a new kitchen, bathroom, and laundry. About 5 weeks and they were pretty much done!All the tradies involved were professional and of high quality. The lead contractor was easy to get hold of, and amenable to any issue I raised with the project. There were a few hiccups, but they were resolved with minor discourse.  Kudos.Would I recommend them for a job? Yes.



[image: Becca Hoskisson]
Becca Hoskisson
09:12 30 Apr 23

Excellent service, good workmanship, very professional, down to earth and honest. We loved our bathroom and kitchen. Thanks to Alan and the team



[image: Kevin Mamo]
Kevin Mamo
08:10 24 Jan 23

Got my new kitchen bulided by top edge and could not be happier Alan and the team were fantastic reasonable price and very reliable and easy to deal with thanks for making the process easy



[image: Frank Facciol]
Frank Facciol
16:36 23 Nov 22

Best Quality Kitchen cabinets money can buy! Alan and his team work to achieve the best and perfect workmanship with all their Cabinets.If you want the best this is the place to go!



[image: Nelson Tunacao]
Nelson Tunacao
08:47 10 Oct 22

Let me start by saying that we don’t usually make online reviews, as a matter of fact this will be our first one.We really wanted to acknowledge and thank Alan and the team from Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations for the awesome work they did on our BRAND NEW Kitchen, we are more than happy with the end result.Alan was really easy and professional to deal with and made the whole process from the initial planning, material and colour scheme seamless, which really helped ease our anxiety in our in-decisions. He even recommended in not removing a wall feature at the front entrance in order to give us privacy, I’m so glad we listened to his expert advice.In summary we would highly recommend Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom renovations for their professionalism and meeting and exceeding the timeframes for completing the job and of course the quality finish.Thank you Alan and the team, we really appreciate it.Nelson and Gina.



[image: Rakesh Ashok]
Rakesh Ashok
00:50 05 Oct 22

A big thank you to the team at TopEdge, our first big renovation which was daunting but Alan and Christine made it easy for us. We did Kitchen, Laundry and Bathroom which has turned out great, Vince and Jana and rest of building team were absolute pleasure to work and super helpful, sometimes things don't go right but they were onto it quick and always happy to take our direction when needed and get it sorted. Absolutely recommend for your next big project.



[image: Lisa Palmieri]
Lisa Palmieri
04:14 10 Aug 22

We recently hired Top Edge to renovate our kitchen, bathroom, ensuite and laundry and to build some walls around our house to change from the current open plan.A big thank you to Alan. He listened to what we were after. He made suggestions and recommendations to help make the design process easier. He was very professional.Any questions along the way, he answered. Any issues that arose, they dealt with. Communication was fantastic. It was nice to have someone own and manage the project from start to finish.A big thank you to Vince and the team at Top Edge. They were always on time and hard working.I would highly recommend Top Edge to anyone thinking or planning a renovation.



[image: Craig West]
Craig West
06:34 21 Jun 22

We have recently had our kitchen renovated by Alan and the team at Top Edge. We were looking for more storage space and a modern look which Alan worked with us to successfully achieve.Alan was very helpful along the journey and happy to promptly answer any questions we had.Overall, it has been a great experience and the team have been very professional and supportive. We love the end result and would highly recommend Top Edge for anyone looking to renovate their kitchen or bathroom.



[image: christine Guley]
christine Guley
03:43 12 May 22

Thank you Topedge,You are all an amazing team!!From start to finish you listened to what I wanted and made it happen.I would recommend this company to everyone!!Thank you againChrissy and Glen G



[image: Steven Fennell]
Steven Fennell
23:15 01 Mar 22

We had our powder room, bathroom and laundry renovated by Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations in April 2021. Very happy with the end results and would highly recommend to friends and family. We had a small issue with the bathroom vanity which Alan and his team happily rectified. Shout out also to Vince who was open with his communication, on time and highly skilled. Again, would highly recommend.



[image: steve volf]
steve volf
04:10 05 Dec 21

I got my kitchen completed renovated with top Edge. They were brilliant. It was done about 6 months ago and we I am still smiling everytime I walk in. Great quality and really professional workers, they were brilliant. Would recommend them to anyone.
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Andrew Saliba
05:44 08 Nov 21

Very happy with the result. Big shout to Vince and Alys.. Vince did an amazing job and would highly recommend him. Thank you to Alan and Zack for a great design and outcome. Many thanks



[image: Anita Mead]
Anita Mead
08:35 06 Nov 21

In May this year Alan and his team renovated my bathroom and laundry.  They did a fantastic job – my house is extremely old and there were numerous problems with foundations; walls; plater etc… All of which they managed so well, each step of the way when we uncovered issues that were impossible to determine without commencing demolition.  Everything was worked out quickly, they gave several solutions to issues, which we worked through together.  The team had great suggestions and each problem was managed really well.  The end result is I have a really fantastic bathroom within a super quick turnaround.  I also wanted to add the team did a lot of extra things beyond the scope of the work to ensure that it was of superior quality… It was the little things that made such a big difference and that made working with the team a great experience.
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Toto Penaflor
09:33 27 Aug 21





[image: Roseanne Chivers]
Roseanne Chivers
09:50 13 Jun 21

I would highly recommend Top Edge to anyone looking to renovate their kitchen. Allan is personable and worked with us through the process from planning the kitchen layout to the final finishing touches. I appreciate that they made the process easy for us by arranging plumbers, electricians and disposal of our old kitchen bench. Vince and Yanah were great too. Neat and efficient, and Vince went above and beyond helping us ensure our range hood was fully functional. We couldn’t be happier with the finished product!



[image: Chris Dingli]
Chris Dingli
07:50 25 May 21

Alan and the team from Top Edge Kitchens & Bathrooms have done an outstanding job remodeling our Kitchen and have also assisted to do some renovations to our home. The work that was completed and professionalism of their staff are amazing. Special note to Alan and Louie for their great work and managing our renovation.Would highly recommend them to anyone and use them again.ThanksMichelle & ChrisDerrimut



[image: Sharlene Abela]
Sharlene Abela
04:37 24 May 21

I highly recommend Top Edge Kitchens and Bathrooms. Alan was the first person to provide me with a quote for my kitchen and laundry renovation.  After our first meeting, I didn’t bother getting any additional quotes as it was evident that Alan has been in this business for a long time, and he has a wealth of knowledge and experience. I quickly developed a good rapport with Alan which was extremely important for me when deciding on a company to undertake such major works and spend a lot of time in my home.I had a few key outcomes that I wanted to achieve from the renovation and Alan took them on-board and came up with fabulous and functional designs which considered the space available, my furniture needs and how I use the areas. Alan catered for things that I hadn’t even thought of!The best part about engaging Top Edge was that they managed the entire project.  All activities and trades were coordinated by them and it made for a stress-free experience for me.  The Top Edge team and the tradespeople they use are all very professional, focused on quality and experts in their trade. Alan is very easy to deal with and maintained regular contact throughout the project via the telephone and onsite visits.The entire renovation was completed on time and on budget.  The finished product looks amazing, it has changed the whole look of the house, I absolutely love it and it’s even better than I was expecting it to be.I genuinely have no hesitation in recommending Top Edge, you will not be disappointed. A bathroom renovation is next on the list for me, and I will be getting Top Edge back to do that work for me.
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It a taken me a while to write this review but we were so impressed with the service, professionalism and quality of Top Edge kitchens. Alan and Christine were both great to work with and our kitchen, now a year old, is beautiful quality and is so practical in its design. We will absolutely be using this company again for our laundry and bathroom reno. They take real pride in creating a perfect product for the customer. Thanks guys!!
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Debra Hyslop
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After having our kitchen renovated with Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations four years ago I was more than happy to have them renovate my ensuite. They have great tradesmen who did a fabulous job and Alan and Christine Cini are a pleasure to work with. Thank you for a beautiful bathroom. I have now had our other bathroom and toilet done, and it's fantastic again. Thank you Alan and Christine
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Mario Sammut
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excellent work
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Adrian Craske
07:17 06 Oct 20

Absolutely thrilled! Love our new kitchen and laundry.Alan and and his team are fantastic. Vince, Caleb and Zac worked tirelessly to deliver a complete kitchen and laundry remodelling that was well beyond mine and my wife’s wildest dreams. The quality of workmanship and cabinetry are top class. We now have a kitchen and laundry that we know will stand the test of time. The Caesarstone benches were professionally and efficiently installed and look magnificent!  Lighting and plumbing was done to perfection.We will not hesitate to use TOPedge again for future projects.
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Thanks to Alan and his team, very happy with the results of our bathroom and ensuite renovation. Really listened to what we wanted and came up lots of good suggestions. Totally professional, very good at their work and so friendly and easy to work to work with. Would absolutely recommend.   - Taylors Lakes
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Alan and his team were terrific from start to finish. He was very professional and his experience immediately shows. Communication was excellent too - which is a really nice bonus in that industry. The work commenced when expected and was completed earlier than we imagined.We love our new bathroom - the workmanship seems of a really high quality. Would recommend to anyone and we will probably return when it comes time to update our kitchen.
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Alan helped us plan and design our en-suite renovation and his Team at Top Edge were  very professional, prompt and efficient with the work carried out. Alan was in constant touch with us and any queries were dealt with promptly. The renovation was completed on time and we were very very happy with the outcome.We would have no hesitation in recommending Alan and the team at Top Edge for any kitchen or bathroom renovation to be carried out.Bob & Carolyn Pocock
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Alan and the team helped us to design and install an ensuite bathroom in our master bedroom. The job was relatively tricky due to space, age of the building etc, but they did a fantastic job and we love the result.
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Thank you, Alan and team, for our full kitchen renovation.You gave honest feedback and useful suggestions to help with design, which we greatly appreciated.The end result is much better that we initially planned, and has opened up the space for more uses.Having you coordinate all trades and activities made it much easier for us to relax and enjoy the progress.Your staff were very professional, and completed a top quality job. Great to see it finished within schedule too.We’re very happy to recommend Top Edge Kitchens & Bathroom Renovations to anyone seeking quality work.
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Alan is excellent to deal with. Down to earth, honest, hard working and a good communicator. We got a beautiful kitchen for a great price,  the lads installed it expertly and Alan oversaw the process.  What was really impressive was that he goes beyond the call of duty to ensure customer satisfaction. Highly recommended.
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Alan and Christine, organised our kitchen and bathroom renovation, they were quick and provided such a professional service. We are very happy with our renovation. Sue
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